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LAUNCHING THE THEME
Animal Habitats

Prior to beginning the Unit Launch, collect and display many different books and magazines on animals. These books should
include fiction and non-fiction pieces on multiple reading levels. The teacher will do a book talk on 1 or 2 of the books each
day and make them available for student use throughout the unit. As students read the books they will be encouraged to
report to the class on their favorites. Children's magazines such as National Geographic for Children and Time for Kids
should also be included. Book titles might include:

                                      

                    

Prior to beginning the Unit Launch, set up a Vocabulary Word Wall for the Animal Habitats Unit. This word wall will include
words that that are specific to the unit and will be needed for reading comprehension as well as with content specific writing.
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ANIMAL HABITATS VOCABULARY WORD WALL

WORD PICTURE DEFINITION

habitat

A habitat is a place where
animals live.(John)

Day 1:

The Class will be divided into 8 groups of 4. Each group will be given an envelope of several pictures of animals living in different

habitats. The habitat will be defined for the class as the place where an animal or plant lives and grows. Each group will meet and

discuss their pictures and pick a favorite. As a group they will compose a statement or ask a question about what they see in their

chosen picture. When called on, the group will stand and share their chosen picture. They will then post the picture on the graphic

organizer, and write their sentence or question. The sentences will not be corrected for grammar or spelling because they will be used

throughout the unit as part of Daily Oral Language. Students will discuss the sentences and correct them at that time. Appropriate

phonics lessons will also be reviewed/taught to support accurate spelling based on common and reoccurring errors. As the class

Can also
include
student
drawings

  This student definition can be
changed and added to as the class
progresses through the unit.

Student
Author
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progresses through the unit they will add to the graphic organizer. They can either add new information or make changes/corrections

to previous ideas (See Sample).

Day 2:

The students will be given a copy of the habitat graphic organizer (see sample) A large poster size copy will be prepared for the class.

The teacher will explain/teach each of the categories, using pictures to support as necessary and check to see that all students have a

working knowledge of these categories. As the class works through the unit the students will classify the animals that are studied by

the habitats in which they live. Students will add animals to their own personal graphic organizers as well as to the class graphic

organizer. Students who have difficulty with writing will be allowed to draw pictures. When possible, the teacher will work with these

students to help support student writing in this area.

Using the following Internet site, http://animal.discovery.com/convergence/spyonthewild/videogallery/videogallery.html, the teacher

will explore several animal videos with the students. The class will identify each animal in the video as well as their natural habitats.

The students will use the above mentioned graphic organizer to classify the information. The class will do one with the teacher whole

group, and another one with a partner. The teacher will check for understanding by observation and reteach as necessary.

Day 3:

Prior to reading the poem Dogs and Cats and Bears and Bats (Author Unknown) to the class, the teacher will review the following

vocabulary words; mammal, quills, scales, hooves using pictures and drawings whenever possible. These words will be added to the

Vocabulary Word Wall for this unit. The teacher will read the poem, using pictures, and gestures to help with the comprehension.

During the second reading the students are asked to stand up when they hear rhyming words. Using equity cards, students are asked to

identify rhyming words. See student copy of the poem.

Day 4:
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A copy of Dogs and Cats and Bears and Bats is put up on the overhead projector. The poem will be reviewed whole group. The class

will practice reading the poem aloud with the teacher several times. The class will then be divided into 4 groups. Each group will be

assigned a stanza of the poem to read. The groups will be encouraged to add gestures to make their parts more interesting. Students

who are reading below grade level will have the support of their peers in reading this poem. The students will present the poem. Each

group will stand when it is their turn to present (Reader's Theater style). If there is time, the parts can be switched and presented again.

Students are given a copy of the poem to put in their Fluency Folder. Daily, time is set aside to practice reading a piece of text out of

these folders. Each week the students self assess and keep track of their progress on the Fluency Assessment forms that are provided

by the teacher.

Day 5

WRITING PROJECT

Each student will be asked to describe an animal. Their description will include details about their animal such as physical

characteristics, how it moves, what it eats, and where it lives. Students will be encouraged to use vivid action words as well as

adjectives (previous writing lessons). A graphic organizer will be used to help with this task (see sample). The teacher will encourage

the students to use the class word walls. A class word bank will be constructed and posted to help with this assignment. Students who

are writing significantly below grade level will work with the teacher in small group. They will write a group description. All students

will self assess their writing using a class rubric. This rubric has been taught and used with previous writing assignments. See sample.
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Day 1 Graphic Organizer
Done on a large piece of butcher paper

Red ='s group 1          Green ='s group 4        Orange ='s group7
Purple ='s group 2     Pink ='s group 5         Brown ='s group 8
Blue ='s group 3 Black ='s group6

Where do Animals Live?
Animal Habitats

What We Think What We Know

Big cats live in the forest. Somtimes slepe in trees to be safe

Peopol cant breath in water so they cannot live their without
help to brethe

Big cats can somtimes life in tries

Can pepol live in watr with
other anemals?
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Day 2 Habitat Graphic Organizer

Ocean Desert Forest Arctic Mountains Grasslands Fresh
Water

Other
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Dogs and Cats and Bears and Bats

Mammals are a varied lot;
Some are furry, some are not:

Many come equipped with tails;
Some have quills, a few have scales.

Some are large, and others small;
Some are quick, while others crawl;

They prance on land, they swing from trees;
They're underground and in the seas.

Some have hooves, and some have paws;
Some have fangs in snapping jaws;
Some will snarl if you come near;

Others quickly disappear.

Dogs and cats and bears and bats;
All are mammals, so are rats;

Whales are mammals, camels too;
I'm a mammal…so are YOU!
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Graphic Organizer for Writing Project
***Attach this completed organizer to your final project***

Name of Animal What it Eats
(meat, bugs, grass, leaves)

Physical
Characteristics

(fur, feathers, quills, fins,
scales, hooves)

Habitat How it Moves
(gallops, swims, slithers, hops)
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Name:__________________________________________________________

Student Writing Rubric

YES       NO
____     ____ I wrote about one animal.
____     ____ I used all of the information on my graphic organizer.
____     ____ My topic sentences are clear and interesting.
____     ____ I used a lot of vivid action words.
____     ____ I used exact adjectives and details to describe my topic.
____     ____ I checked to make sure that all of my words are spelled correctly.
____     ____ I checked to make sure that I have correctly used punctuation.
____     ____ My work is neatly done.

***Attach this completed rubric to your completed writing project***


